Employee Benefits

NURTURE PROTECT ENGAGE

Listening, understanding and consulting
to create your perfect-fit solution

The provision of employee benefit services is one of our key areas of expertise. We advise
organisations across industry sectors ranging from the owner-managed to multinational
corporations. Our success stems from our approach, which begins with ensuring we have a clear
and comprehensive picture of your business objectives, aspirations and constraints.
By taking the time to understand where you are and where you want to be, we add insight and
empathy to our expertise. We then create the optimum solution for your circumstances, making
sure everything fits around the way you work. We distil complexity into simplicity. Your employees
are engaged, understand exactly what you are providing and appreciate the value of their
remuneration packages.

Employee Wealthcare
In most employee benefits programmes,
financial well-being is rarely seen as being
as important as physical or mental wellness.
We take a different view. Protecting and
reassuring your employees and their loved
ones is still key, but our Employee Wealthcare
gives your employees the knowledge to cope
with their ever-changing financial landscape.
From managing the effect of student debt for
a new employee, to sifting through the myriad
of pension freedom options for an imminent
retiree, we clarify complexity and provide a
clear way forward.

Workplace Pensions
Unprecedented changes to the UK pension
landscape have significantly increased the
responsibilities of employers to implement all
the relevant legislative requirements. When you
also have to cope with accounting, personnel
and reporting requirements, you need access
to reliable and accurate technical advice and
support.
Given the possibility of further legislative
changes, our experienced team of qualified
pension experts and dedicated administrators
not only relieve the pressures of compliance,
but also ensure that you have the most
beneficial arrangements in place for your
business and your people.

Tailored pension advice for your employees

• Why save in a pension
• Pension vs other savings
• Tax Reliefs
• Allowances
• State Pensions
• Other Pensions

• Retirement Planning
• Retirement Freedoms
• Cash & income Options
• Death Benefits
• Options on leaving
• Transferring elsewhere

The
Need

The
Benefits

Nurturing, protecting and engaging
We appreciate how vital it is for businesses
to be able to recruit, retain and protect the
right people. In today’s evolving and complex
employee benefit landscape, you need
the understanding expertise and flexible
approach that keeps your people motivated,
helps your business thrive and gives you the
time to focus on what you do best.
By designing the benefit schemes that protect
your business and deliver maximum value
for your budget while optimising employee
engagement in their own physical, mental and
financial well-being, we can help you become
the employer of choice for valued existing and
future employees..

The
Scheme

The
Growth

• Key features
• Contribution modelling
• Online access
• Claiming Tax Relief
• Costs & Charges
• Regular reviews

• Risk vs Reward
• Default Investment
• Investment Options
• Asset Types
• Responsible investing
• Portfolio Service

Constructing Employee Wealthcare
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To find out more about how we can create the employee benefit scheme
that’s just right for you, simply call us on 020 7709 5560
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